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What set is the relation defined over?
(Where should we be picking our arbitrary element from?)
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What function are we trying to prove things about? 
What is the domain of that function?





Example: pigeonhole proof 

When to use pigeonhole: Look for “at most”, “at least”, 
“less than”, or “more than” in the problem statement. It's 
not a guarantee but often pigeonhole principle problems use 
these terms.
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Identifying the pigeons and the holes: Try writing out all 
the nouns mentioned in the problem statement and their 
quantity (if known)

Dominating sets = ? Nodes = ?
Domatic partitions = ? Edges = ?
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Identifying the pigeons and the holes: Try writing out all 
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Dominating sets ≥ deg(v)+2 Nodes = ?
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What is P(n)?       What is the base case?     
Build up or build down?      Do we need complete induction?
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General strategies
- Don’t panic! You have a ton of mathematical tools you’ve been practicing with all quarter. No matter how 

daunting the problem may initially seem, I promise if you break it down step by step you’ll find it’s not as bad 
as it seems. 

- Write out everything you know and what you’re trying to prove. 
- What is the quantifier on the statement you’re trying to prove? What does that tell you about how 

the proof should be set up? 
- What kind of structure are you trying to reason about? (binary relations, sets, functions, etc.) You 

know how to write proofs about all of these! Use proof templates and formal definitions to guide you.
- What proof strategy are you using? What do you get to assume? If you’re doing an indirect proof, 

would it be helpful to write out the statement in FOL and negate it? 
- Make sure you’re using all parts of what’s given to you! Usually there’s a good reason why you need each 

assumption/condition to get the proof to work. 
- Draw pictures! Work backwards! Try a different proof strategy! It’s okay if the first thing you try doesn’t 

work, just try something else!





Example: DFA construction

What are the states? How should my transitions link 
together the states? 



Example: DFA construction

states = “how much of the string ‘bbb’ have I seen?” 

seen
no b’s seen ‘b’ seen ‘bb’ seen ‘bbb’
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Starts with a: 

a
ab
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abab
ababa
...

Starts with b: 

b
ba
bab
baba
babab
...

a(ba)*b?  ∪ b(ab)*a?





Example: Myhill-Nerode proof 

What is the answer to this 
question? 
Based on that, what should S be?



Example: Myhill-Nerode proof 

We need to remember how many 
a’s are in the string (to ensure 
that the number of b’s is at most 
twice the number of a’s)
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Example: CFG construction

First third is a’s: 

abb
aababa
aaaaaa
aaa
…

A -> aAXX   ε    where X is “any character”

First third is b’s: 

bab
bbabbb
bbbaaaaaa
bbbbabbaa
...

|



Example: CFG construction






